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Guide to watching “13 Reasons Why” 
Episode 9

Notice
- Mr. Porter has a lot of regret and wishes he would have done things differently. 
- Clay’s parents have a disagreement and are spending time apart temporarily. Clay’s dad was very 
  upfront and honest with Clay. 
- Tony’s boxing instructor/boyfriend notices how uncomfortable he gets around another member at   
   the gym and misses a boxing session.
- Principal assigns Clay to a class to learn coping skills. 
- Bryce is very manipulative. 
- Tyler and Cyrus continue to make poor choices by doing graffiti and destructing property. 

Invite
+ When the boxing instructor /boyfriendnotices Tony’s behavior, he comes to him to ask what’s 
   wrong and get the bigger story. He tells him he’s there if he needs someone to talk to. 
- Cyrus stands up for sister and calls Tyler out on “ghosting.” Asks him what happened. 
+ Mr. Porter has a flashback  Hannah in his office and him telling her that, “It’s never too late,”...“I’m 
   going to help you,”...“You can get through this.” 
+ Zach reaches out to Chloe after Mr. Porter’s trial and asks if she’s okay. When she says she’s fine, he 
  presses further because she doesn’t appear fine. 
+ After Jessica is caught kissing a boy by her dad, they have a very healthy, positive discussion about 
   it. 
+ Clay is worried about Justin after he leaves and sends him texts repeatedly.

Challenge
- Principal says, “Suicide contagion is a real thing.” Instead of educating kids and telling them there 
  are resources he avoids the topic. -- Challenge the stigma by knowing silence is not the answer. 
  Talking about suicide actually helps prevent it, it doesn’t put the idea in someone’s head. 
+ Despite Tony getting physically violent with his boyfriend, he doesn’t leave and sticks it out to help 
  him. 

“They think that what’s hurting can never be healed.” 
“We have to trust each other. We have to ask for help.” 

Empower
+ Did you notice opportunities for empowerment? 

Resources
+ benice. org       + Suicide Prevention Lifeline 1-800-273-8255  

+ Crisis Prevention Textline 741741        + http://www.13reasonswhy.info/
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